The health technology assessment adaptation toolkit: Description and use
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Objectives: Adapting health technology assessment (HTA) reports for different contexts could reduce the need for multiple reports on the same health technology with resultant saving of time and resources. This article describes an instrument, the adaptation toolkit, which has been developed to aid in the process of adaptation of HTA reports.

Methods: The toolkit was developed by a partnership of HTA agencies and networks from across Europe. The role of the toolkit is to guide the user through the process of selecting possible relevant material from these report(s), assessing the relevance, reliability, and transferability of the material, and adapting it for the desired context.

Results: The adaptation toolkit has been developed, it comprises a collection of resources that help the user assess whether data and information in existing HTA reports should and could be adapted for their own setting. The toolkit contains two sections: a preliminary speedy sifting section and the main toolkit. The main toolkit includes five domains: (i) technology use and development, (ii) safety, (iii) effectiveness (including efficacy), (iv) economic evaluation, and (v) organizational aspects. Legal, ethical, and social aspects are beyond the scope of the toolkit. The toolkit is designed for the adaptation of evidence synthesis rather than primary research.

Conclusions: The completed current version of the toolkit contains checklists and resources to aid in the adaptation of HTA reports. This collection of resources is available for use by all HTA agencies and can be accessed at: http://www.eunethta.net/upload/WP5/EUnetHTA_HTA_Adaptation_Toolkit_October08.pdf.
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This study was undertaken within the framework of the European network for Health Technology Assessment (EUnetHTA) project, which was supported by a grant from the European Commission (Grant agreement 2005110 project 790621). This work, although coordinated from NCCHTA in England, was very much a collaborative effort between 29 groups across Europe. Further details and all other acknowledgements can be found in: Kristensen et al. (5). The role of NCCHTA in the EUnetHTA project was jointly funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment Programme (project number 05/52/01). The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. The European Commission and the Department of Health in England are not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
The preparation of HTA reports requires time, effort and financial resource. There is a need for different HTA agencies to share knowledge and information (8); also some agencies are under-resourced and consequently unable to produce the volume of outputs desirable (8). The adaptation of existing HTA reports may save time and resource, help increase output, avoid the duplication of effort, and facilitate the sharing of knowledge and information.

The process of adaptation is the systematic extraction of relevant information from an existing HTA report (or reports), and the use of this material for a new report for the desired new context. There is a spectrum of adaptation, with progressively more of the original text being used (8). A toolkit has been developed to aid in this process of adaptation. This instrument is part of the output from the European network for Health Technology Assessment (EUnetHTA) Project (3;4) Work Package 5 (WP5) (2).

The toolkit is a collection of resources that helps the user assess whether data and information in existing HTA reports should and could be adapted for their own setting. These resources are in the form of checklists of questions on relevance, reliability, and transferability of data and information and links to useful Web sites. The domains covered by the toolkit are technology use, safety, effectiveness, economic evaluation, and organizational aspects. WP5 members agreed that legal, ethical, and social aspects would be beyond the scope of the toolkit.

HTA reports can contain primary research, or a synthesis of evidence. This toolkit supports the adaptation of syntheses of evidence. Examples are literature reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, decision analyses, and consensus statements. This is research that does not generate primary data but involves the qualitative or quantitative synthesis of information from multiple primary studies. Adaptation of HTA reports that are primary research is not addressed in this toolkit.

Currently this toolkit may be accessed at: http://www.eunethta.net/upload/WP5/EUnetHTA_HTA_Adaptation_Toolkit_October08.pdf. It is also available in paper form and will be published within the journal series HTA Assessment (1). Work currently under way aims to make this resource available in interactive form, as a Web-based tool.

This study aims to, first, describe the structure of the adaptation toolkit, and, second, to describe its use, guiding the user through the process of assessing the relevance to their current purpose of other existing HTA report(s), and the selection of possible relevant material from these other report(s) for adaptation for their own context.

METHODS

The toolkit was developed by a partnership of HTA agencies and networks from across Europe (known as EUnetHTA Work Package 5 [WP5]) (2). The methods used for its development have been described previously (1;8).

The toolkit consists of a series of questions, checklists and resources. Where a local policy or research question has been posed, and literature searches have been performed to identify other existing HTA report(s) which may be of use in answering, or helping to answer the question(s); the role of the toolkit is to guide the user through the process of selecting possible relevant material from these report(s), assessing the relevance, reliability, and transferability of this information, and adapting it for the desired context. The toolkit achieves this by asking the user to progress systematically through the checklist of questions within the toolkit.

A glossary of HTA adaptation terms has been developed to accompany the toolkit. The aim was to give clarification of the terms used so that a common understanding could be established. Further details of the development, structure, and function of the glossary are given in Rosten et al. (7).

RESULTS

The toolkit contains two sections: (i) Speedy sifting—A screening tool to enable speedy sifting of HTA reports to assess the relevance of an HTA report for adaptation; and (ii) Main toolkit—A more comprehensive tool with questions on reliability and issues regarding the transferability of the information.

Speedy Sifting. The toolkit directs the user through a pathway of questions, beginning with the section called speedy sifting. This section enables the user to assess the relevance of an HTA report (or parts of that report) for adaptation, that is, is the policy and/or research question posed sufficiently similar to warrant adaptation of this report? The aim is that users could make a decision on each HTA report within 2 hours.

The first two questions in this section can result in either proceeding to the following question with a “yes” response, or ending the process with a “no” response. The subsequent six questions require judgments to be made by the user. The user must decide based on responses to these questions, whether to end the process, or proceed to the main part of the toolkit.

Main Toolkit. The main part of the toolkit is designed to help HTA agencies adapt HTA reports by questioning and helping to assess three aspects of information in a report: (i) Relevance of the report, that is, is the policy and/or research question posed sufficiently similar to warrant adaptation of this report?; (ii) Reliability, that is, an assessment of the quality of the report; and (iii) Transferability, that is, guidance on issues for consideration when applying information/data to a local context.

Currently, the adaptation toolkit includes five domains, as shown in Box 1. The main part of the toolkit can be used only to adapt information and/or data contained in an HTA report that includes one or more of these five domains.
Box 1. Domains Included in the EUnetHTA Adaptation Toolkit

- The technology’s use: Current state of the health technology and alternative technologies and the technology’s background
- Safety
- Effectiveness (including efficacy)
- Economic evaluation: costs, cost-effectiveness, cost-utility, and cost-benefit analysis
- Organizational aspects: of health service generally and within settings

Domains not included are legal, social, or ethical aspects. These aspects were considered to be too context specific and not easily adapted between contexts.

An aim in developing the toolkit was that it should be possible to use it to adapt a report with no more than 5 person-days of work. The toolkit can be used to adapt an entire HTA report or parts of it. Hence, it may not be necessary for users to work through the whole of the main section of the toolkit. However, all users should undertake speedy sifting before using the more comprehensive tool.

Figure 1 gives an outline of the stages of adaptation and the role of the toolkit.

Box 2 gives an explanation of the stages represented in Figure 1.

The main part of the toolkit can be used in its entirety, that is, as an aid to adapt information/data in all five domains, or can be used to adapt information/data in one or more domains. Hence, the user can use only the parts of the toolkit that are relevant to their needs.

The output from using the toolkit is adapted material from an HTA report that can be incorporated into a report for a local context. Further work by the user, for example, identifying local information and data, may be required before the local context of an HTA report can be completed.

DISCUSSION

This toolkit offers many potential benefits to the user and society. An aid to adapting HTA reports will help save time and resource, and increase output of HTA reports enabling agencies to evaluate more technologies than would otherwise be possible. It will also help avoid duplication of effort, where more than one report is written on the same technology at around the same time. The adaptation of HTA reports also helps facilitate the dissemination of knowledge and information.

A strength of the toolkit is the methodology used in its development (8). The process was iterative throughout, and drew on the combined knowledge and expertise of all the agencies involved, which were widely dispersed throughout Europe, each with their own experiences and knowledge of different systems.

Box 2. Explanation of Stages of Adaptation as Illustrated in Figure 1

Input
A policy/research question is posed within a local context. To reduce time and cost, the agency searches for HTA reports that have been published in this topic area.

Stage 1—identification of HTA reports
The INAHTA database is searched for HTA reports in topic area. If none are found, a new HTA report is required. If one or more HTA reports are identified, these can be taken forward for ‘speedy sifting’.

Stage 2—use of the toolkit for speedy sifting
This first section of the toolkit will help users to determine whether HTA report/s should be considered further for adaptation.

Based on answers to questions posed in the ‘speedy sifting’ section, users considering adaptation of a report can then make their own judgement on whether to: (1) proceed to the main section of the toolkit, (2) seek further information or (3) not take this report forward for adaptation.

Stage 3—Main part of toolkit, assess reliability and transferability
This main section of the toolkit will help users assess the reliability and transferability of information/data from a report/s from another setting and decide how to use it.

Stage 4—Output of the toolkit
Output of the toolkit will be adaptation material i.e. information and/or data that is relevant, reliable and transferable to a local context.

Output
The toolkit output will be supplemented by further information and/or data by the user in order to develop an updated HTA report specific for a local context.

The toolkit provides checklists and resources for just five HTA report domains: technology use and development, safety, efficacy and effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and organizational aspects. It does not cover the adaptation of information on legal, social, or ethical aspects. This could be considered a weakness; however, this was a considered decision from within WP5. The Partners agreed that the toolkit should initially focus on those HTA report domains that are least context-dependent and therefore more amenable to adaptation.

Potentially the toolkit will be limited in its usefulness by the quality of the HTA report from which material is extracted for adaptation. Clearly, HTA reports with little information on how data was collected and analyzed would be more difficult to adapt than those with explicit details of the process undertaken. Furthermore, the toolkit has been developed for the adaptation of HTA reports that are systematic reviews. In some countries, reports of primary research studies are also considered to be HTA reports. The applicability testing of the toolkit, which has been previously described (8), also suggested that the instrument was more geared toward treatment reports (less so diagnostic and screening reports), which is another possible weakness.
Figure 1. Stages of adaptation, from input to output and role of the toolkit.
This toolkit has been designed to support the adaptation of HTA reports from other contexts. It could equally be used by policy makers to help understand HTA reports written for other contexts. Clearly, the more information, data, and explanation provided in the HTA report for adaptation, the easier and more comprehensive the adaptation process. Hence, the toolkit would be best used as an aid to adapting more comprehensive HTA reports. However, it can also be used to adapt information and data from rapid reviews and mini HTAs, but the user will need to be aware of the purpose, and potential limitations, of the original report.

Work is currently under way to translate the toolkit into other languages which will make it usable by a wider community. It is currently available in English and Turkish.

The four main areas for future work on the toolkit are outlined as follows: (i) The toolkit is currently in a PDF version, and there is potential to develop an interactive, web-based version; (ii) There is scope for further testing, review, and improvement both in EUnetHTA and beyond; (iii) The current version of the toolkit does not adequately support the adaptation of HTAs on diagnostic testing and screening technologies. There is scope to continue extending the toolkit to facilitate the adaptation of such HTA reports; and (iv) There is also work to be undertaken to incorporate closer integration with other EUnetHTA outputs, for example, the HTA Core Model (WP4) (6).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for those who wish to adapt HTA reports from other settings, this version of the toolkit produced by WP5 of the EUnetHTA Project offers a unique, time-saving, and up-to-date collection of resources.
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